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Abstract 
Generally, sample surveys are multivariate in nature where multiple response are obtained on every unit 

selected in a sample, that is, more than one characteristics are defined on each and every unit of the population. 
While dealing with a multivariate stratified population, to workout an allocation that is optimum for all 
characteristics is almost impossible unless the characteristics are highly correlated. Some compromise must be 
allowed to obtain an allocation that is optimum, in some sense, for all the characteristics. Since such allocations 
are based on some compromise criteria they are known as compromise allocations. This paper deals with the 
problem of obtaining an optimum allocation in multivariate stratified sampling design.   
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1. Introduction 
 Stratified sampling design is the most widely used 
sampling design for obvious reasons. The problem of 
obtaining optimum allocation of sample sizes to 
various strata with the aim to minimize the variance 
of the estimate of the population parameter under 
study for a fixed cost of survey or to minimize the 
cost of the survey for a given precision of the 
estimate for univariate stratified population is well 
known in the sampling literature due to the earlier 
works of Tschuprow (1923) and Neyman (1934). 

Generally, in sample surveys on every unit of the 
population many characteristics are to be studied 
simultaneously. For every sampled unit the sampler 
gets a p -component response vector. If the 

characteristics are highly correlated then the 
individual optimum allocations may vary little from 
characteristic to characteristic. In such a situation 
Cochran (1977) suggested the use of the 
characteristic-wise average of the individual optimum 
allocations as a common allocation for all 
characteristics. For uncorrelated characteristics the 
individual optimum allocations may vary widely and 
there may be no obvious compromise. Therefore the 
sampler must use a compromise criterion to work out 
a common allocation for all characteristics. Such an 
allocation is called a compromise allocation. 

Yates (1960) suggested two compromise criteria 
that are widely in use. For estimating population 
means or totals the first criterion suggests to obtain a 
compromise allocation that minimizes the weighted 
sum of the sampling variances of the estimators for 
fixed cost of the survey. The second criterion suggest 
to minimize the cost of the survey when the sampling 
variances of the estimators are subjected to pre-
specified tolerance limits. 

The problem of compromise allocation has been 
discussed by several authors namely Dalenius (1953, 
1957), Ghosh (1958), Aoyama (1963), Chatterjee 
(1967, 1968), Kokan and Khan (1967), Huddleston et 
al. (1970), Ahsan and Khan (1977, 1982), Cochran 

(1977), Omule (1985), Bethel (1985, 1989), Khan et 
al. (1997), Jahan et al. (2001), Kozak (2004, 2006), 
Semiz (2004), Díaz-García and Cortez (2006), Miller 
et al. (2007), Khan et al. (2008), Ansari et al. (2009), 
Khan et al. (2010), Khowaja et al. (2011), Varshney 
et al. (2012) etc., are few of the many researchers 
who have worked on compromise allocation under 
different situations. 

In the present paper two approaches to work out 
optimum allocation in multivariate stratified sample 
surveys are discussed. 

2. First Approach 
The sample size ‘n ’ sample survey for estimating 

the population mean Y  is usually given as 
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where 2/αZ  is the value of the standard normal 

variate which cuts off an area  2/α  at the tails, 2σ  

is the population variance and d  is the pre-fixed 
margin of error in the estimated mean that is 

dYy ≤−  . If  2σ  is unknown two-stage 

methods (Cochran (1977), Gillet (1989)) based on 

Stien (1945) may be used to estimate2σ . 
Let for a multivariate stratified sample survey 

with L  strata and p independent characteristics the 

estimation of p  overall population means jY ; j =1, 

2, …, p  is of interest. 

Further, let the total cost available be C  out of 

which jC  units be allocated to the thj  characteristic 

(See Jahan et al. (1994)). In the notations of Cochran 
(1977) the optimum allocation that minimizes the 

sampling variance of the thj  stratified
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sample mean jsty  that is, 
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where n  denotes the total sample size for fixed cost 

jC  and is given by 
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0jc  and ;...,,2,1;,...,2,1; Lhpjc jh ==  denote 

the overhead cost and per unit measurement cost in 
thh  stratum for thj  characteristics respectively. 

Formula (4) gives the Lp×  matrix of optimum 

allocations for ‘p’ characteristics and ‘L’ strata as 
                         

pjLhn jh ,...,2,1;,...,2,1;))(( * ==                   (6) 

                                                    

Let LhM h ...,,2,1; =  denote the column maxima 

of ))(( *
jhn , that is,  
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It is suggested that by means of any randomizing 

device, L  sets of LhM h ...,,2,1; =  random 

numbers are generated and recorded keeping the 
order of their generation unaltered. Since random 

numbers are generated independently, out of hM  

random numbers the units corresponding to first *
jhn  

random numbers will provide us the optimum 

allocation for the Lhhth ...,,2,1; =  stratum for the 

phj th ...,,2,1; =  characteristic. The thj   

characteristic will thus be measured on these selected 

)...,,( **
2

*
1 jhjj nnn sampled units. Since the cost of 

generating the random numbers is almost negligible 
the allocation will remain optimum for the fixed cost 

....,,2,1; pjC j =  

The above procedure ensures that each 
characteristic is subjected to its individual optimum 
allocation. 

The numerical example given in the next section 
will illustrate the numerical details.  

3. Application of the First Approach 
Jessen (1942) provided a multivariate data from a 

farm survey related to dairy farming in the state of 
Iowa, USA. The state is divided into five 
geographical regions (strata) and three characteristics 
are measured (Cows Milked, Gallons of Milk, 
Receipts of Diary Products) on each selected unit 
(farm) of the sample. The individual optimum 
allocations for a total sample size of 1000 farms is 
given in Table 1. Since the selections are independent 
and the order of selection is retained, out of 

5,4,3,2,1; =hM h  the first *
jhn  random numbers 

will give the required optimum number of units of the 

sampling frame of thh  stratum on which the thj  

characteristic is to be measured. The values of 

5,...,2,1; =hM h  as defined in (7) are recorded in 

column 5 of Table 1.  
This simple procedure ensures the use of 

individual optimum allocations of various 
characteristics without any loss in precision of the 
estimates. Assuming a %10  sample the strata sizes 

hN  may be taken as 1970, 1920, 2190, 1840, and 

2080 for 5,4,3,2,1=h , respectively. 

According to the proposed procedure five sets of 
258, 246, 203, 145 and 228 four digit random 
numbers are selected out of random numbers 0000 to 
9999 without repetition by some random number 
generating device and applying a method to minimize 
the number of rejections of the selected random 
numbers. The corresponding units of the strata are 
marked according to their order of selection. Now out 
of the 258 selected units of the first stratum, the first 
characteristic is measured for the first 254 units, the 
second characteristic is measured for all the 258 units 
and the third characteristic is measured for the first 
236 units. The same procedure is repeated for the 
remaining four strata. Obviously, since individual 
optimum allocations are used for all the 
characteristics, comparison with other methods of 
obtaining compromise allocation to prove the
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Table 1. Sample Sizes within strata ( 1000=n ). 

 
Stratum No. 

h  
Allocation Maximum 

hM  

Optimum for  
Cows Gallons Receipts 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) { })4(),3(),2(Max=  

1 254 258 236 258 
2 182 209 246 246 
3 203 171 194 203 
4 145 134 115 145 
5 216 228 209 228 

 
superiority of the discussed procedure is quite 
unnecessary. 

4. Second Approach 
Consider a multivariate stratified population with 

L  strata. Let p -characteristics be defined on each 

unit of the population and the estimation of the p -

population means be of interest.  
 
Denote by 
  

 pjLhn jh ,...,2,1;,...,2,1;))(( ==  

 

the Lp×  matrix of sample sizes. Let the thj  

characteristic jy have an unknown mean jµ  and 

known variance 2
jσ . If  2

jσ  is unknown, it is 

assumed that its estimate is available. Further, let 

),...,,...,,( 21 pj µµµµµ =′  denote the p -

component row vector of the unknown population 
means. The stratified sample mean 
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where 2
jhS  denote the usual stratum variance for thh  

stratum and thj  characteristic and jhy  is the sample 

mean from thh  stratum for thj  characteristic. 

If jd  is the prefixed permissible margin of error for 

estimating jµ  such that 

( ) jjjjst dyP αµ ≤≥−  then the at least 

%100)1( ×− jα  confidence interval jA  for jµ  is 

given by 
                                              

.,...,2,1;),( pjdydyA jjstjjstj =+−=  

 

If  )( jAP  denote the probability that jµ  lies in the 

interval jA  then we have jjAP α≤)(  or 

equivalently pjAP j ,...,2,1;)1()( =′−≥ α . 

The overall confidence level is then given 

by
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Assuming equal individual confidence levels for 

the p -population means that is, αα ′=j ; for all j , 

and fixing the overall confidence level at 
%100)1( ×−α  we get  
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By Bonferroni’s inequality (Galambos (1977)) 
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In the above scenario using the Cui and Zhu (2007) 
approach the total sample size  
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for estimating the thj  population mean jµ  with a 

confidence level of α ′  the total sample size is given 
by   
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where 2
jσ  is the overall population variance for the 

thj  characteristic. If the values of  2
jσ  are not 

known they can be estimated from a pilot survey.  
Define 
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j
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If the overall total sample size is taken as maxn  given 

by (13) for all j  then the actual probability of jA , 

pjAP jactual ,...,2,1;)( =  (say) will follow the 

inequality  
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Equations (10) and (15) implies 
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Thus the overall confidence level of at least 

%100)1( ×−α  is guaranteed if the total sample 

size is taken as maxn  given by (13). 

After fixing the total sample size as maxn  the 

problem remains to find the sample size allocations 

Lhnh ,...,2,1; =  to various strata such that 

max
1

nn
L

h
h =∑

=
. Note that unlike Procedure 1, in this 

approach all the p -characteristics are to be measured 

on each of the hn  units selected from the 

Lhhth ,...,2,1; =  stratum. Such type of allocations 

are called compromise allocations in sampling 
literature (See Cochran (1977)). Several compromise 
criterion are available to work out a common 
allocation for all the p -characteristics. 

In this manuscript the multivariate allocation 
problem is formulated as a problem of solving a 
system of )1( +p  simultaneous equations in L  

variables Lhnh ,...,2,1; = . Out of the 1+p  

equations one equation is linear and the remaining 

p -equations are nonlinear. Assume that jv  denotes 

the tolerance limit on the sampling variance of the 

stratified sample mean jsty . Now consider the 

following problem: Find           
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If the system (18)-(19) with restrictions (17) is 
consistent, its solution will provide a compromise 
allocation that estimates  
(i) the p  population means with at 

least %100)1( ×−α  confidence that the error                                  
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in the estimate jsty  will not exceed the limit 

pjd j ,...,2,1; =   

 
and  
 
(ii)      with the required precisions of the estimates. 

4.1 The Solution Procedure 
System of equations (18) and (19) with 

restrictions (17) may be solved by converting it into 
an equivalent Nonlinear Programming Problem 
(NLPP) using artificial variables. 
 
Consider the following Nonlinear Problem 1 (NLP1): 
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where 1,...,2,1;0 +=≥ pja j  are artificial 

variables. 
The zero optimal objective value of the NLP1 

implies that all the artificial variables 

1,...,2,1;0 +== pja j  and the optimal solution 

to the NLP1 will solve the system of equations (18)-
(19) with restrictions (17). On the other hand a 
nonzero optimal value of the objective function 
implies that some of the artificial variables are > 0. 
This in turn implies that the system (17)-(19), in its 
present form, is inconsistent. In this case relaxations 

in some of the tolerance limits jv  or in the total 

sample size maxn  or in both of these, as the case may 

be, are required to reach at an optimal solution to 
NLP1 which NLP1 can be solved by any suitable 
nonlinear programming technique. 

However, the authors used the optimization 
software LINGO (2001) to solve NLP1 as illustrated 
through the numerical example in next section.  

5. Application of the Second Approach 
The following data are from Chatterjee (1968). Table

2 shows the stratum weights hW , stratum standard 

deviations jhS  for four characteristics under study. 

The tolerance limits jv  for, the sampling variances 

of the four estimates of the population means 

4,3,2,1; =jjµ  are assumed by authors as 3, 20, 5 

and 25 respectively. It is further assumed that the 

margins of permissible error jd  and the population 

standard deviations jσ  for 4,3,2,1=j  are: 

 

31 =d  92 =d  43 =d  104 =d  

401 =σ  1252 =σ  553 =σ  1604 =σ   

 
respectively. 
 

The overall confidence level %100)1( ×−α  is 

fixed at 1.0=α . Thus by (10) 
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From the area table of standard normal curve 

.24.20125.0 =Z  

Formula (12), with the above values gives the 

characterwise total sample size jn  for 4,3,2,1=j  

as 
 

8921 =n , 9682 =n , 9493 =n , 12854 =n . 

 
By (13)  
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For the data given in Table 2 the values of 22
jhh SW  

are computed and recorded in Table 3. Substitution of 
the computed values in (18)-(19) we get the following 
system of equations 
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Table 2. Stratum Weight and Stratum standard Deviations for five strata and four characteristics. 
 

h  hW  hS1  hS2  hS3  hS4  

1 0.25 28 206 38 120 
2 0.32 24 133 26 184 
3 0.21 32 48 44 173 
4 0.08 54 37 78 92 
5 0.14 67 9 76 117 

 

Table 3. Values of 22
jhh SW . 

 

h  2
1

2
hh SW  2

2
2

hh SW  2
3

2
hh SW  2

4
2

hh SW  

1 49.00 2652.25 90.25 900.00 
2 58.98 1811.35 69.22 3466.85 
3 45.16 101.61 85.38 1319.87 
4 18.66 8.76 38.94 54.17 
5 87.98 1.59 113.21 268.30 

 

Introducing 5,4,3,2,1;0 =≥ ja j  as artificial 

variables we can have an instance of NLP1 as                                
 NLP2: 
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The optimization software LINGO gives the optimal 
solution to the NLP2 as: 
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Since all the artificial variable are zero the above 

values of 5,4,3,2,1;* =hnh  will provide a solution 

to the system of equation (24)-(28) and hence the 
required common or compromise allocation. 

6. Discussion 
This paper presented two approaches to work out 

sample size allocations for a multivariate stratified 

sample survey for estimating the overall population 
means. In the first approach a simple method is 
described in which the individual optimum 
allocations may be used. The second approach uses 
‘Bonferroni’s Inequality’ from probability theory to 
work out a compromise allocation that can be used 
for all the characteristics such that the overall 
confidence level of at least %100)1( ×−α  is 

maintained for fixed margins of errors in the 
estimates of the population means of the various 
characteristics. This total sample size is then divided 
among the various strata such that the variances of 
the estimates of the p -population means will remain 

within their prefixed tolerance limits.  
The second approach may be called ‘Biobjective 

Approach’, because we achieve two objectives 
simultaneously. The required confidence levels of the 
estimates are attained and their individual precision 
requirements are met. 
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